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A Journey in Pictures: Christianity Conquers Rome By Ursula Kampmann, © MoneyMuseum It was a long way until the old deities were finally replaced by Christian Trinity in the Roman Empire. The images on coins testify to this change of religion being a difficult one.



What is God? A Roman who believed in the state gods and a Roman who believed in Christianity would have answered this question quite differently. To the former, the gods were powers which could be induced by magic ceremonies to be well-disposed towards man. To the latter, God was a loving father who had sent his Son to mankind to redeem all who believed in him. While the Roman gods demanded rituals, the Christian God claimed the complete person, jealously forbidding him to venerate other gods. The Roman and Christian understanding of god was so different that the one was not prepared to yield to the other peacefully. How and why, however, did it come about that Christianity replaced the Roman cults?
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The  Roman  form  of  piety    



Pietas  standing  before  a  burning  altar,  pouring  incense  on  the  flame  from  a  box  with  her  right  hand.  Sesterce  of   Roman  Co-‐Emperor  Lucius  Verus  (AD  161–169),  minted  for  his  wife  Lucilla  



The Romans considered pietas to be the basis of their state. If we were to translate ‘pietas’ with the English word ‘piety’ we would not convey the right meaning. ‘Pietas’ meant reverence for everything handed down by one’s ancestors: faithfully performing all the domestic rituals, accepting political responsibility and personal ties, obedience towards those who were older and held a higher rank. The person who complied with the divine order without the desire to change it in any way was ‘pius.’ He could be assured of the solicitude of the gods who rewarded him for his pietas. The gods only granted special favour to state of Rome – at least this was what the Romans believed – because it performed the rituals the gods were entitled to in way no one else did.
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New  gods  come  to  Rome    



Egyptian  god  Serapis,  wearing  on  his  head  a  measure  of  corn  (polos)  as  a  sign  of  fertility,  standing  facing,   holding  a  sceptre  in  his  left  hand  and  ears  of  corn  in  his  right.  Antoninianus  (double  denarius)  of  Roman   Emperor  Caracalla  (AD  198–217),  AD  198–211  



Until the middle of the 2nd century BC, the Roman Empire had spread geographically at a tremendous pace. The Roman officials, soldiers and traders now came into contact with the dieties of other peoples, learnt to venerate them and brought them back home to Rome. At first the worship of these foreign gods was the private affair of only a few, but slowly they found their way into the state religion. After the end of the 2nd century AD, more and more foreign deities appeared in the design of Roman coins. The new selection in the religious sphere came with a shift in religious feelings: in the personal beliefs of the Romans, the state deities were pushed into the background by the new gods, which promised the individual wealth in this world and a continuation of life after death in the next.
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Philosophy  competing  religion    



Portrait  of  Marcus  Aurelius,  known  as  the  philosopher  on  the  imperial  throne.  Sesterce  of  Roman  Emperor   Marcus  Aurelius  (AD  161–180),  AD  171–172  



Apart from the many foreign cults, philosophy began to seriously rival the Roman gods. They provided answers to questions relating to real existence, which had no place in the state religion: where do I come from, where am I going, how can I make my life worth living? In Rome, the philosophy of the Stoics, which focused on the personal fulfilment of one’s duty regardless of one’s own wishes, was particularly successful. At the end of the 2nd century AD, its ideals were common knowledge. All major politicians engaged in philosophy, and Emperor Marcus Aurelius was not the only one who wrote a philosophical treatise. In the course of the 2nd and 3rd centuries, the focus of philosophy shifted. The so-called Neoplatonists began to take an interest in the gods themselves and postulated an omnipotent higher being behind the diversity both of the state and the foreign gods revealed to the perfect philosopher in a mystical experience.
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The  collapse  of  Roman  security    



Probus  fully  armoured,  riding  his  horse  into  battle,  carrying  a  shield  on  his  left  arm  and  a  spear  in  his  right  hand;   his  horse  tramples  an  enemy  lying  on  the  ground  to  death.  The  surrounding  inscription  reads:  ‘VIRTVS  PROBI   AVG.’  Antoninianus  (double  denarius)  of  Roman  Emperor  Probus  (AD  276–282),  AD  277  



The Roman state cults diminishing in importance for the lives of individual citizens coincided with the military catastrophe on the external frontiers. In the course of a huge migration of peoples, territories were suddenly threatened that for centuries had seen no foreign armies. The borders were overrun, alien peoples settled inside the limes (fortified frontiers). The Romans were compelled to tolerate them, as they themselves no longer had enough people to till the fertile land: plagues, famine and the turmoil of war had decimated the farming population. But not only the border country was threatened – also the core countries of the empire were no longer safe. Groups of plundering ‘barbarians’ forced their way up to the gates of Rome and pillaged and threatened to burn down towns like Ephesus and holy places like Delphi.
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The  collapse  of  Roman  unity    



Bust  of  Postumus.  Aureus  of  Roman  general  Postumus,  ruler  over  the  Gallic  Empire  (c.  AD  259–268),  minted  in   Cologne,  AD  264  



External enemies were not the only ones the Roman soldiers had to ward off. In the huge empire, more than one general rose to become rival emperor. That was largely due to the great distances, which made it impossible to combat intruders effectively while the emperor was engaged at another front. Before orders were received, whole provinces had already been ravaged. So many generals seized imperial power and some created large rival empires that were independent of Rome, protected by the troops they were commanding. A number of these independent empires, as was the case with Postumus in Gaul, existed over several generations completely separated from the rest of the empire. Of course, each of the emperors strove after ruling the entire empire, to the effect that the Roman troops – as soon as there was no external opponent to wage war against – attacked the opponent within, i.e. the emperor of an independent empire, and Romans killed Romans. The citizens of the empire considered this period of war, discord, hunger and disease as the apocalyptic last days of the world, as the people experiencing divine punishment.
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New  piety  and  sacrificial  decrees    



Helmeted  bust  of  Probus,  with  halo  above,  carrying  a  spear  in  his  right  hand  and  on  his  left  arm  a  shield  with  a   depiction  of  the  emperor  beating  down  an  enemy  in  battle.  The  surrounding  inscription  reads:  ‘VIRTVS  PROBI   AVG.’  Antoninianus  (double  denarius)  of  Roman  Emperor  Probus  (AD  276–282),  AD  276  



The Roman linked their altered piety with the discord of the usurpers and the defeats that Rome suffered when fighting its enemies. A revival of virtus seemed to be the only way out of this situation. ‘Virtus’ is generally translated by ‘virtue,’ but this is not the correct meaning of the word. Virtus embodies all the characteristics of a true Roman male (vir). These included, of course, first and foremost bravery and courage in war, but also the readiness to fit into the social environment and not to challenge anyone holding a higher position (fides). Also part of the virtutes was pietas, the willingness to adhere to the traditional divine laws. Only if an emperor and his soldiers possessed virtus and thus pietas, were the gods prepared to grant them victory – to the Roman mind, virtus and victory were going hand in hand.
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The  state  gods  as  the  foundation  of  success    



The  four  tetrarchs  standing  before  the  walls  of  a  stronghold  to  sacrifice  together  over  a  tripod.  The  surrounding   inscription  reads:  ‘VICTORIA  SARMAT’  (Victory  over  the  Sarmatians).  Argenteus  of  Roman  Emperor  Diocletian   (AD  284–305),  minted  in  Siscia,  AD  294–295  



In order to make sure that the Roman state gods received their sacrifice in every household in the empire, quite a number of sacrificial decrees were issued by the state ordering every Roman citizen to sacrifice under state supervision, in order to show that he paid to the gods due honour. The purpose of that was to give the gods no reason anymore to be angry with Rome for neglecting the sacrifices. According to Christian tradition, such decrees concerning sacrifice resulted in the persecution of Christians, since a refusal to sacrifice to the state gods involved severe punishments. The Christians, who were not allowed to make sacrifices to other gods, perceived these sacrificial decrees as persecutions specifically of them.
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A  way  out  of  the  crisis  –  the  Tetrarchy    



Diocletian  and  Maximianus  Herculius  standing  around  a  tripod  to  sacrifice  to  their  protective  gods  Jupiter  and   Hercules,  who  are  watching  the  sacrifice  in  the  background,  standing  on  a  small  platform.  Medal  of  the  two   Roman  emperors  worth  2  ½  aurei,  around  AD  287  



Around the end of the 3rd century AD, the situation in the Roman Empire stabilised again. Various emperors had developed military and diplomatic courses of action which allowed them to cope with external invaders and to prevent at least the worst incursions over the borders. Thanks to his organizing skills, Diocletian managed to bring the empire more than 20 years by sharing his responsibility with three competent generals whom he appointed to rule the empire together with him as joint emperors. All of the new rulers seemed to possess virtus to such an extent that the gods would grant their support. Diocletian as the oldest and most powerful emperor chose Jupiter as his protective god and allocated Hercules to his co-ruler Maximian, who held an only slightly subordinate position, and shared the title of Augustus with him.
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The  first  true  persecution  of  the  Christians    



Jupiter  smashing  a  Titan  with  his  lightning.  Aureus  of  Roman  Emperor  Diocletian  (AD  284–305),  minted  in   Cyzicus,  AD  294–295  



Just as Jupiter had smashed the Titans once, Diocletian managed to destroy all enemies of the Roman Empire. It was probably not so much thanks to the help of the gods that the Roman Empire experienced a late revival but a complete restructuring of the imperial administration. While up to that moment bureaucracy had been minimal, now a civil service was established holding absolute authority that reached the remotest corners of the Roman Empire. The tax system was standardized and the first state budget in the history of the world was introduced. Amongst the critics of this new arrangement were fanatical Christians, who refused to cooperate with the state authorities. Although many moderate church representatives called on the faithful to comply, it was the fanatics who ultimately shaped the image of the Christians with the Roman authorities. Especially in the Eastern Empire, where in the meantime a high percentage of the population had converted to Christianity, the new religion became a problem. Diocletian and Caesar Galerius thought the only way to deal with that problem was to wipe out Christianity once and for all.
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The  great  persecution  of  the  Christians  fails    



Portrait  of  Galerius.  Argenteus  of  Galerius,  Roman  ruler  in  the  east  over  Asia  Minor,  Syria  and  Egypt  (Caesar  AD   293–305,  Augustus  AD  305–311),  AD  295  



The persecution of the Christians failed miserably. Although Diocletian and Galerius had officially banned Christianity and although this had been backed up by the most brutal Christian persecution of all, the emperors did not succeed in destroying the structures of the young church for good. After Diocletian had resigned, it was left to Galerius to admit this failure and to proclaim the Edict of Milan, granting Christianity the same rights and duties as all the other state-recognised religious communities. Today, this edict is generally attributed to Constantine. In this regardm the records of the Fathers of the Church hold the upper hand, as they could not and did not want to admit that it was their archenemy and persecutor Galerius who had granted Christianity complete equality. They linked this edict to Constantine’s victory in the Battle of the Milvian Bridge.
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Constantine,  nicknamed  the  Great    



Left:  laureate  portrait  of  Constantine.  Right:  Jupiter  with  sceptre  standing  facing,  on  his  outstretched  right  hand   holding  a  small  Victoria,  who  is  crowning  him,  at  his  feet  an  eagle.  Nummus  of  Roman  Emperor  Constantine  I   the  Great  (AD  306–337),  AD  313–315  



Today, it is Constantine I who is primarily associated with the ‘victory’ of Christianity. The Battle of the Milvian Bridge is said to have been the crucial event. There, Constantine allegedly had a dream before entering the battle with Licinius in which the Christian God called on him to go to war battle in his name after which he would grant him victory. Constantine proved to be victorious in Ad 313 and is said to have issued the Milan Edict which granted Christianity equality. As a matter of fact that edict had been issued by Galerius while Constantine only confirmed it. Moreover, the emperor’s adoption of Christianity took much longer and was strongly shaped by the notions of the ancient world. The coins in particular testify to Constantine continuing his veneration of the ancient gods by depicting them on coins, even after his victory at the Milvian Bridge. The underlying idea was that the Christian God was only one of many, albeit an especially powerful one. The Christian advisers could convince Constantine only step by step that the new God called for a different kind of veneration as the ancient gods.
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Constantine,  an  emperor  of  all  the  Romans    



A  winged  seated  Victoria,  holding  in  her  outstretched  hand  a  small  Victoria  handing  her  the  victor’s  wreath,  in   her  left  hand  holding  a  cornucopia.  Solidus  of  Roman  Emperor  Constantine  I  the  Great  (AD  306–337),  AD  324  



Constantine I could not and did not want to risk ignoring part of his people by radically professing Christianity. Although as pontifex maximus he performed the traditional task of formulating the final resolution to religious issues – thus, Constantine took part in various councils and the Christians owed the Nicene Creed to his compromise proposal – Constantine put off his baptism until shortly before his death. The coins he minted illustrate the way in which Constantine attempted to make it possible for Christians and non-Christians to live side by side, to enable Christians to identify with the state without depriving the non-Christians of this possibility. The Victoria depicted here, which was reinterpreted by Christians as God’s angel, is typical of Constantine’s carefully devised symbolism on his coins.
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The  first  Christians  on  the  imperial  throne    



Constantius  in  full  armour  standing,  in  his  right  hand  holding  a  standard  on  which  the  Christian  monogram  is   depicted,  his  left  hand  resting  on  a  shield.  Two  prisoners  are  kneeling  before  him.  Nummus  of  Roman  Emperor   Constantius  II  (AD  337–361),  AD  348–351  



After the death of Constantine his three sons became heads of state. All three had been instructed in the new faith by Christian teachers. Nevertheless they continued to pursue the cautious policy of their father and only slowly began to Christianise the Roman Empire. Pagan cults were still not prohibited, but Christian fanatics destroyed temples of the old gods in districts where they were in a majority. The tentative policies of the first Christians on the throne are also reflected in the coin design. While virtus and Victoria still remain important subjects, now Christian symbols appear, though still in the background and hardly visible, like the small Christian monogram decorating the imperial standard.
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A  change  of  paradigm      



Two  Victorias  holding  a  wreath  between  them  with  wording:  ‘VOT  /  X  /  MVLT  XX.’  Solidus  of  Roman  Emperor   Constans  I  (AD  337–350),  minted  in  Trier,  AD  347–348  



Many of the rituals of the state cult to which the Romans were accustomed from earlier times were retained under the Christian emperors, but they were reinterpreted. A case in point are the vows which in earlier times had been made to the state god Jupiter on the occasion of the celebrations of government jubilees: when the government came to power the emperor solemnly promised the god a great sacrifice if he granted him five years as emperor. After five years this vow was redeemed and a new one was made, this time extended to ten years. This coin was minted on the occasion of Constans’ I tenth reigning jubilee: ‘VOT X’ means that that he redeemed the vow for ten years, ‘VOT XX’ means that he took a new vow for 20 years. The only difference to earlier vows was that they were no longer made to Jupiter but to the God of the Christians.
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A  heathen  and  the  Christian  monogram    



Large  Christian  monogram  between  Alpha  and  Omega.  Double  centenionalis  of  usurping  Roman  Emperor   Magnentius  (AD  350–353),  minted  in  Trier,  AD  353  



Constantine’s sons were not as lucky as their father. Soon, there was rioting. In the Western Empire, Magnentius established himself as usurper. Although he believed in the old gods, he had realised that in the meantime the Christians had become too powerful a group of the population to be ignored. So he deliberately included Christian motifs in his coin designs, such, for example, the Christian monogram, which hence appeared for the first time occupying one entire side of a coin under a ‘pagan.’
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Julian  –  the  apostate  or  the  philosopher?    



Left:  pearl-‐diademed  bust  of  Julian.  The  emperor  is  wearing  the  long  fine  beard  of  the  Neoplatonist   philosophers.  Right:  bull,  two  stars  above.  Nummus  of  Roman  emperor  Julian  II  (AD  361–363),  AD  362–363  



The ancient Roman gods were given another little chance under Emperor Julian II, whom his friends called ‘the philosopher’ and his enemies ‘the apostate.’ Julian, a relative of Constantine’s, had received a Christian education, but – as soon as he could make his own decisions – had turned to the Neoplatonist religion whose content and ideals were actually similar to the Christian religion: it acknowledged a supreme divine being that could be encountered when leading a life pleasing in the sight of God. After becoming emperor, Julian did not persecute the Christians, but stripped them of all privileges. He reinstated the state gods, to be worshipped again with all the trimmings. The bull on the reverse of this coin might well allude to the sacrifices which were now made in honour of the supreme god, Jupiter. According to another interpretation, it is the Egyptian Apis bull. Julian remained in office for only three years. Ammianus Marcellinus writes that he was shot from behind, i.e. by one of his own, during a campaign of the Parthians.
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The  final  victory  of  Christianity    



Diademed  bust  of  Theodosius.  Solidus  of  Roman  Emperor  Theodosius  I  (AD  379–395),  minted  in  Constantinople,   AD  383–388  



Under Theodosius I, severe restrictions were imposed on the old religion. After violence and bloodshed had been crushed in Constantinople, Bishop Ambrose of Milan forced the emperor to do penance and to issue stricter laws for those who still believed in the old gods. Thus, in 391 AD, Theodosius prohibited any form of the old divine worship, religious visits to the temples as well as the domestic cult. In 392, he repeated this and had severe sanctions imposed on the cult of the gods that was considered high treason and lèse-majesté.
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Paganism  in  its  death  throes      



Emperor  in  full  armour  standing  facing,  in  his  left  hand  holding  a  sceptre  that  ends  in  a  Christian  monogram,  in   his  right  hand  holding  a  globe  of  the  world  on  which  a  Victoria  stands,  crowning  him.  Solidus  of  Roman  Emperor   Majorian  (AD  457–461)  



Despite, after AD 392, Christian iconoclasts looting the temples of the old gods, smashing the statues and persecuting the followers of the old gods, it still took a long time for the last remnants of the ancient faith to be expunged. Much of the popular faith survived, many customs and many pagan gods were incorporated into the local Christian festivals or into the calendar of the saints. Although the Roman emperors would have liked it very much to be praised as Christians prevailing over the pagan snake, the devil, Christianity assimilated so many elements of the old religion that Christ and his followers of the first generation would probably not have believed that they and the Romans of the 5th century adhered to one and the same religion.
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